NEWT Covid-19 Safety Guidelines

We take very seriously the health and well being of everyone who participates in the Game of Logging training.

Please read, and respond to the training host that you understand these safety practices.

* All participants must have the following personal protective equipment: face mask, gloves, hard hat, eye protection, hearing protection, chaps, and sturdy boots/shoes.

A face mask is another piece of essential PPE, like hard hats and chaps.

* Bring your personal saw if you have one, along with wrench and file / tools.

* If anyone shows up with symptoms of ill health, the host or instructor will send them home. If you are not feeling well on the morning of the training, or if you have been exposed to someone who is sick, choose to stay home.

* Everyone must wear a mask at tailgate talk, and during maintenance review.

    * Maintain 6 ft distance among you.

    * Use your own saw when possible.

* Wipe down saw handle and grip, and ax handle with sanitizer between users.

*** Please reply to your host prior to arriving for training to confirm that you have read and understand these policies.

The Host will provide hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes or spray for cleaning the shared equipment between users. Tables should be available for use during Level 2, which will take place outdoors if weather permits.

**PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) suggestions:**

Everyone must have a hard hat, eye and ear protection, chaps, and sturdy shoes/boots for training days.

If you don’t currently have your own PPE, you can borrow from friends/neighbors for the day.